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Rules of paralympic wheelchair tennis

Tennis wheelchair is one of the most exciting sports to play and watch. There is no modification to the rockets or racket balls. Tennis wheelchair follows the same rules as can-hedge tennis with one exception; two bounce permits when necessary. The USTA/ITF Rules of Wheelchair Wheelchair Tennis Rules Understand
the difference as it applies to the wheel chair player. ITF regLEman must be applied to Main Draw and Second Draw (open) during USTA rules to be applied to Divisional Players (A, B, C). The Two Bounce Rule (USTA/ITF) is the wheel wheel tennis player allowed two bounces of the ball. The player must return the ball
before he hits the ground a third time. The second bounce can be either in or out of court bounce. Service (USTA/ITF) 1. The service will provide the service in this way. Immediately before you comment the service, the server will be in a stationary position. The server will then be allowed a jog before hitting the ball. 2.
The server shall be throughout the delivery of the service by touch with any wheel, any area other than that behind the base of the imaginary extension of the center mark and line side. 3. If conventional method for the service is physically impossible for a quadrupling player, then the player or someone can drop the ball
for such a player. However, the same method of use must be used every time. A player loses one point if: (USTA/ITF) 1. The player failed to return the ball before touching the ground three times; or 2. Subject to the rules below and propelling the seats. The player uses any part of his feet or extremities lower as brake or
as stabilized while freeing service, hitting a ball, turning or standing against the ground or against any wheel while the ball at play; or 3. The player fails to keep one behind in touch with his wheel chair when contacting the ball. Wheelchair/Able-hedge Tennis (USTA/ITF) Where a wheel tennis player is playing with or
against a capable can-hedge in single or double, the Tennis Wheel Rules must apply to play the wheel while Tennis Rules can correspond to the player's ability to be caused. In this example, the wheel chair player allows two bounces while the cable-hedge player allows only one bounced. Note: The definition of lower
extremities is: - the lower members, including their anus, hip, contractions, feet, feet and feet. Bathroom Breaks (ITF) Two (2) toilet breaks are allowed during a single or double match, to be taken preferably in the set range. Each break can be for a reasonable time. The player must receive permission from the President
of the Umpire, whether there is one, or to his opponent, who cannot deny the request. Other breaks can only be permitted by Umpire's President, Roving Umpire or Referring. If a player takes a third break without permission, they can be charged with leaving the court without permission under the conduct code. Hot The
warm-up won't exceed five (5) minutes. President Umpire (ITF) In a match with a mile chair and no line of crews, all lines must be called by the fantasies in seats. The wheel chair is regarded as part of the body and all applicable rules, which apply to a player body, must be applied to the wheel's seat. Preparation of Every
Player's Equipment is finally responsible for ensuring the wheelchair and all other equipment is ready on time for their match. Referring to having the default right of any player who is not ready to go on court for whatever reason, within fifteen (15) minutes of the match is named. Propelling the Chair with the 1 foot. If due
to the lack of capacity a player cannot propel the wheel's seat across the wheel then it can give the wheel seat using a single foot. 2. Though in accordance with the rule I. above a play allows them to propel the seat using a single foot, no part of the player's feet can be in touch with the ground: a) while the movement
forward in the sway, including when the hits hit the ball; b) from the initiation of the service movement until hitting the ball. 3. A player in violation of this rule will lose the point. Repair deadline time, Equipment broken Umpire's Chair, Roving Umpire or Referring has the authority to determine player suspension. Repair
wheel seats may not exceed 20 (20) minutes of total during one (1) match. This is regardless of any number of outings. Delays beyond the time limits allotted is at the official discretion on duty. Quad rockets are allowed to use the extra long rockets in case of extra space needed to tape the rocket in hand/arm. Any quad
player must be allotted extra time during a change in order to clause or adjust the rocket at the hand, without being exempted, but only if they have previous agreement made with their opponents as well as the Umpire (if there is one) before the match. The quad player must make every effort to maintain any extra time at
a reasonable minimum, so as to not bother or interfere with the normal progression of the match. Quad Heat tournaments must provide shade and bucket skating on court to play quad. A player can be helped by the coaches in water spray on their faces. In very hot climate it is advised that matches are scheduled in the
morning and late afternoon/evening. 2007 USTA. All rights reserved. To be eligible for competition, a player must have a medically diagnosed, permanent, mobility-related physical disability that must cause a loss of function at one or both lower extremities. ClassificationEach Wheelchair Tennis Players is ranked based
on their functional capabilities. There are two class divisions, Open and Quad. Open Division: Players have a permanent, substantial loss or total of functions in one or both legs. They do not however have problems function upper body. Play with:• Spinal Cord Injury at level S1 or above, associated with loss Joint fusion
and/or joint replacement in the hip, knee or upper ankle joints, • Amplitude of any part of the leg above the joint metatarsophalangeal at stake • A player with a disability in one or both legs equivalent to the above division: Players with a permanent physical disability that result in a substantial loss of movement in one or
both of the legs together with one or both of the arms. Players in class must meet one of the following minimum criteria: • An spinal cord at C8 or above level, with the associated loss of movement• Amputation, or dysmelia;• Myopatient Arm or aches of dystrophy, or ;• A player with functional disabilities in one or both
equivalent above, do I get classified? To determine a player's grade, a panel of approved classes will observe the player's movement during practice, warm-up, play and/or at any time during the tournament. These observations by the classics can be reinforced by a review of the player's medical history and by a physical
examination of the player. Tennis wheelchair classification is the classification system for wheelchair tennis designed to bring just players for all competitors. Classification is supervised by the International Paralympic Committee (IPC) and carried out by the International Tennis Federation (ITF). The definition of
Wheelchair tennis classification of the paralympic games is the basis for determining who can compete in the sport, and in which class. It is used for the purposes of establishing fair competition. Entry is eligible for male and female athletes with a physical disability that prevents them from competing justice and playing
can-hedge. [1] Governance of the sport supervised by the International Paralympic Committee (IPC) and carried out by the International Tennis Federation (ITF) publishes classification policies and regulations annually. [2] [3] [4] The Sport was the first one to have the organization capable-hedge handling classifications
when ITF took on governance of the sport in 1998. [3] Wheelchair's History Tennis was developed in 1976 by Jeff Minnenbraker and Parks Brad. [3] By the early 1990s, tennis classification wheel chairs had moved away from medical people based on a functional classification system. [5] In 1992, the International
Paralympic Committee formally took governance control for sports disability. [6] Because of the functionalification issue objectively identifying the fontifications that played the post Barcelona Games, the IPC developed a new classification system in 2003. This classification system went into effect in 2007, and defined ten
types of different disabilities who were eligible to participate on paralympic levels. It's necessary that classification be sports specific, and it has served two roles. The first was that he determined qualifications to participate in the sport and that he created specific groups of sports that were eligible to participate and in that
class. The IPC let it The International Federation develops their own classification system within this foundation, and specifications that classification systems use a proof based approach developed in research. [5] Classification for the 2012 Summer Paralympics was based on the 2009 International Tennis Federation
Tennesseachair Handbook. [3] Qualifications As of 2012 [update], individuals with physical disabilities are eligible for competition in this sport. [7] Men and athletes of women with a physical disability (as the IPC is defined) may compete in quad (tetraplegia) or open divisions. [summons needed] To be eligible to play
tennis wheel chairs, a competitor must have a medically diagnosed, permanent, mobility-related physical disability [3] and then meet one of several criteria including the pneumological deficit at level S1 or proximal, [3] Anchor, severe arthrosis or joint replacement[3] at the lower half, amplitude of any lower-extremities
proximal joint to the metatarsophalangeal joint[3] or a functional disability equivalent to above. Lower legal amputation competitors are allowed to participate in wheelchair sports after classification rules for them based on functional mobility. [8] Class Has two classes for the sport, the tetraplegic class (commonly known as
classrooms) and the classification opened. [9] The spon is sorted in the following classes as follows: Open. Competitors in this class have lower membership issues but normal upper limbs with hand-used functions. [10] Quad. Competitors in this class have problems for both upper and lower members. Their ability to
apply control of the wheelchair and rockets is more limited than those in the Open class. [10] The rules for wheelchair tennis are similar to can-hedge tennis except that the ball allows them to bounce twice[9] asever the first bounce falls off the court. The use of a power-wheel chair can be allocated to athletes who cannot
manoeuvre a manual seat due to their disability. [11] Processing the examples and perspectives in this section cannot represent a worldwide view of the topic. You can improve this section, discuss the issue on the Speakers page, or create a new section, as appropriate. (August 2012) (Learn how and when to remove
this template message) For a tennis wheel wheel athlete to compete in the Paralympic games, international classification by an International Classification Panel is required. All competitors must retain a current Wheelchair Tennis International Player Identification Number (IPIN) from the International Tennis Federation.
[12] And they agree to remain in anti-doping tennis programs and physical condition control. [13] For the 2012 paralympic games, spotif should have an official ranking on the ITF Wheelchair Tennis World Singles World Ranking, as well as a history of participation in one or more ITF Wheelchair Tennis competitions from
the period 1 January 2010 to 31 January 2012. [14] In most countries, classifications for national competitions are the local national paralympic committee. [15] For Australian competitors in this sport, the sport and classification is managing the national sports federation with support from the Australian paralympic
committee. The first is for club level competitions, the second for state and national competitions, and the third for international competitions. [17] At paralympic Wheelchair Games was first played at the Paralympics in 1992. [3] In the summer of the 1992 Paralympics, the kinds of wheel disabilities were eligible to
participate, and classifications were run to an independent classicator. [18] Competitions of summer paralympics will be held at Eton Manor (Olympic Park), from September 1 until September 8. It is estimated that between 64 and 80 men and 32 to 48 women will compete in six medal events. [10] The maximum number
of competitors per country allowed is as follows: Quad Doubles: A Team of Two Competitors [10] Doubles Men's: Two Teams from Two Competitors [10] Singles Quad: Three Competitors [10] Men's Singles and Singles: Four Competitors [19] For Summer Paralympics 2016 in Rio, The International Paralympic
Committee had zero classification of the Games policy. This policy was put in place in 2014, with the goal of avoiding last minute changes in grades that would negatively impact ignores training preparation. All competitors needed to be internationally classified with classification status are confirmed before the games,
with the exception of that policy being faced with on a case by case basis. [20] The sacrament in the examples and perspectives in this section cannot represent a worldwide view of the subject. You can improve this section, discuss the issue on the Speakers page, or create a new section, as appropriate. (August 2012)
(Learn how and when to remove this template message) David Hall is Australia's highest medal winner at the Paralympics in wheel seat tennis - with one gold, three silver and two Spanish brass medals across three paralympic games. [21] Daniela Di Bull, also in Australia, will return for her fifth consecutive Paralympic
Games at the 2012 Summer Paralympics. [22] The future goes ahead, disabling the major sport classification body, the International paralympic classification committee, is working on improving classification to be more of a proof-based system as opposed to a performance-based system so as not to punish elite athletes
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